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Message

Mrs. Shilin R. Adani, Trustee, Adani Foundation

Our Hon’ble Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi has committed for a cause of cleanliness and initiated “Clean India 

Movement”, focusing on our personal commitment for a public/societal hygiene. 

Aligning with his views and taking a step forward, we, as Adani Act, have initiated "Swachhagraha", a movement to 

fight against the litterbug amongst us. Swachhagraha is a concept derived from the word Satyagraha with the same 

fervour of unifying the whole country and making the Clean India movement a War Cry for all of us. The whole 

movement has been designed to make cleanliness a culture to be transpired to all, by the future generation of our 

country. 

As our Hon'ble PM says, patriotism does not have to confine to fighting for a country with guns and rifles but, it is to 

fight against the evil that is eating away our country.

Let us unify to fight against this evil called dirt and change the face of India. 

Mr. Kartikeya V. Sarabhai, Director, Centre for Environment Education

Swachhagraha embodies the message of Gandhiji: Be the Change you want to see in this world. The culture of 

cleanliness needs to be internalized first and only then can we inspire others to change.

Our school years are when our habits are formed. Habits that stay with us for the rest of our lives. It is critical therefore 

that students learn about cleanliness and the need for cleanliness insistence and action at an early age. It is important 

for themselves but also because students are increasingly influencing decisions that their parents take in their homes.

Through this programme which we hope will become a movement, we see students taking leadership in creating a 

culture of cleanliness in schools, at homes and in the community. The action needs to be visible, measurable and 

accountable to grow into a movement that makes cleanliness an essential part of our lives. 
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About the Book

We can…We will is an activity book with stories, activities 

and projects for you to take up yourself or along with 

your friends. It also has pages for you to fill, puzzles to 

solve when you have the time. This book is a part of the 

Swachhagraha movement which begins with yourself and 

has the potential to influence your friends in the school 

and outside, your home and others in the community. 

Your school environment too will not remain untouched 

if you conduct the activities with enthusiasm in the 

school. You may need a forum to conduct some activities, 

and the Swachhagraha Dal provides you with that. So 

with the help of your Dal you can bring about a change in 

your school, involve parents and also take up action in 

the community. 

The book has 5 sections, Being a Swacchagrahi, Littering 

Behavior, Consumption, Waste Management and 

Personal Hygiene. 



The Story of Swachhagraha
‘Swachhagraha’ draws inspiration from one of the largest freedom movements, ‘Satyagraha’, which 

catalyzed action, by winning over people’s hearts through tremendous patience and perseverance, 

instilling dignity and self‐respect in people’s minds. Satyagraha helped our country get freedom. Similarly 

this movement of Swachhagraha aims to free India from filth, where people are inspired to get involved 

and take action for ‘Creating a Culture of Cleanliness’. 

Swachhagraha promotes civic consciousness among the citizens of our country through young leaders 

like you. 

This movement will help us establish a link between the choices we make and its effect on our 

environment. It intends to make us think about the way we live our lives, the way we buy, use and dispose 

different products. It provides us a platform to act and inspire change in the behavior of others in society 

by being a role model. Swachhagraha is our movement to free India of filth.



Introduction to the Crow – The Sutradhar 

The narrator or Sutradhar to the Swachhagraha story is the Crow. This is why! 

Some of the qualities of the crow such as its intelligence, being innovative and solution 

finders, observation skills are those which we would like to see in a Swachhagrahi. Crows 

are caring, are social and nurturers of their family and their brood. The younger members 

of the crow family also help their parents raise the young ones.  We visualize the young 

Swachhagrahi as being one who can take others along the path of Swachhagraha, nurture 

and fulfil the dream of freeing India from filth through creative and innovative means. Like 

the crow they can be messengers of good behavior practices and be role models.
  
This intelligent bird will be with you during your journey through the book, nudging you to 

think, prodding you to reflect and Act.
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Why Swachhagraha?

Impact on Health  

Diarrhoea 

Cholera 

It’s all about changing our habits!

 Let’s act now!

Typhoid 

Malaria 

Chikungunya
Skin diseases

Low attendance, Expensive medication, 

Loss of strength and immunity

Littering Personal Hygiene Sanitation Toilet Etiquette



Being a Swachhagrahi!

Section 1
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Hi Swachhagrahi,

As you are getting this book, you are taking a pledge to become a Swachhagrahi. Meeting you is an 

honour.

Be it your school, home or wherever you go, you will be an inspiration to everyone around you through 

your action to rid our country of filth. 

Many would have asked you – what is this Swachhagraha movement? And with pride, you would have 

responded, it is about motivation and discipline. As a Swachhagrahi, cleanliness is a way of life for you, and 

you love being the role model. 

But you, alone, being a Swachhagrahi, does not resolve the problems. Does it? When I look around – all I 

see is irresponsible behavior. People litter on streets, spit and pee in public and dump garbage rightfully 

on the roads. Now is the time where if everyone becomes responsible, cleanliness would be “the” way of 

all our lives.
 
I am so happy that you have pledged to take the Swachhagraha movement forward. I am sure, you will 

work hard to motivate others to become Swachhagrahi too.  The more there are, the cleaner will be the 

environment. 

Come with me on this journey. I will guide you through this activity book, a diary and sometimes, share an 

inspiring story for you to graduate to a Swachhagrahi! 

              
          Your’s Crow 



Once a Swachhagrahi, Always a Swachhagrahi !
Here are some traits that a Swachhagrahi 

should have according to us. Think about 

your actions and see how many of 

these traits you possess and 

list down other traits as well… 

Practice 
personal hygiene  1

Take 
leadership  

Cleanliness is a part 
of nature

Sense of 
ownership

Zero tolerance to 
lack of civic sense Creative in 

problem solving

Respectful and 
sensitive

Be a Role model

Politely 
persistent

5



List down other traits . . .

6



While you are analyzing the traits of a Swachhagrahi, are there some areas which need to improve? Use the 

table below to have your Self Improvement Plan! 

Task 1 : Make your plan to be a Swachhagrahi 

Your Self Improvement Plan

Changing which 

behavior will make 

me a Swachhagrahi? 

What causes 

the behaviour? 

What actions 

I will take to 

change this

 behavior?

 

Who around you 

need to change 

this behavior and 

how can you help?

Who would be most 

appreciative of my 

changed behaviour?

7



Swachhagraha Dal – Come together to bring about change!

You are the torch bearers who will take this movement forward through your leadership and inspiration.

Working in a team will give you the ability to work towards a common vision with greater flexibility, 

creativity and help you achieve your goals faster. 

8



Dal Detectives

Dal Reporters

Dal Meeting organizers

Dal Designers

Do an Elevator Pitch!

Task 2 : Who does What?

Each one of us has some special talent and capability which 

we can use to the benefit of the Swachhagraha Dal.  A 

possible way to decide about who does what as a part of the 

Dal, could be to speak in less than one minute about your 

talent and capability and how each of you can be an asset to 

the Dal, what tasks you can take up. The Elevator Pitch is a 

way to put forth an idea strongly to the other person, in the 

shortest possible time. 

Everyone listens to all those who do an elevator pitch. On a 

board, one of you may list the key roles that are emerging 

from this exercise. Take help from your teacher to do this 

exercise during your initial meetings. Finalise and agree upon 

who does what as Swachhagraha Dal Member. 

The roles could be:

9



Swachhagraha Wall 
Your Space for Interaction

You will do a lot of action as Swachhagrahi and would want to share it with others in your school. Also get 

feedback from your school mates, interact with them and have a conversation. So, it would be good to have a 

dedicated space for the Swachhagraha Dal. 

You can get your teacher to help you identify a large bulletin board, wall or even a corner in your school to be 

converted into your Swachhagraha Wall or Corner.  Just ensure that the Wall is at a location which is in a 

central and visible place.

Some ideas for your wall:
 
 1. Give a Fun Title 

 2. You can share information available on the issue about your city, locality. Creatively use information   

available from internet, newspaper articles, pictures of before and after scenarios, interviews, mind 

maps etc. 

 3. Share pictures, updates from the Action on Swachhagraha in school and beyond

 4. Share the ‘Swachhagraha Stars’ of the school – motivate the actors who are role models and can inspire 

others.

 5. Put up a rating chart on the status of practices in the school to communicate actions that the school can 

be proud of and areas that can improve. For eg. Colours may be used:

  a. Green – Appreciate practices and behavior that are demonstrated regularly
  
  b. Yellow – Practices and behavior being demonstrated to some extent but are not widespread.
  
  c. Red – Practices and behavior that do not demonstrate a ‘Culture of Cleanliness’.

10



OUR SWACHHAGRAHA WALL  We can
We will 
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Together We Can…

& We Will!

Swacchagrahi’s Journey

Self

Home

School

Community 



Littering Behavior

Section 2



Zareen and Rahul are classmates. They 
are called Awesome Twosome as they 
have been solving many mysteries lately. 
They are always interested in finding 
answers to problems that others don’t 
see as problems, sometimes, or think 
these are too difficult to solve. 

Today, they found a chip packet and a 
half eaten sandwich in the bench they 
use. Every other day, the class teacher is 
approached by the cleaning staff, 
Kantaben, with different kinds of things 
she has found lying around in this class. 
This time Zareen found a left over 
sandwich and Rahul found a chip packet 
neatly folded and pushed under his 
desk. Two days ago, they had found a 
cold drink can thrown out of the 
window of their class. Some days later 
they found pieces of paper, pencil 
shavings, and some chocolate wrappers 
and more. As this had been going on for 
so long, Zareen and Rahul discussed 
what could be done about this. They 
came up with a plan and discussed with 
their class teacher. 

The 
Trash 

Mystery 



They addressed the class about the mess that the littering was 
causing. Also, they informed that the Principal had announced a 
competition for the cleanest class. Some of the students got 
interested and said they would be happy to join them. Zareen and 
Rahul informed the class that this was not going to be a regular 
clean‐up activity but will be to ensure that no littering takes place 
in their class and school. 

So here they go on the mystery trail to investigate the litter in 
their class and in the school. The Crow is keeping a close watch on 

the happenings in the school, 
and may crow about it to others!

15



•  the type of litter found at school
•  most littered places, finding litter ‘worry spots’
•  Bin locations and whether they were near 
    the litter ‘worry spots’?
•  number of bins 
•  condition of bins 
   (e.g. are they always full or overflowing, 
    are they sticky or dirty etc.).

Detectives!

•  Gloves 
    (you could use clean polythene bags to cover your hands)

•  Pen/pencil, paper
•  Observation sheets 

This activity will help you look at :

Things you will need:

Task 1 : Become Litter 

16



Observation Sheet ‐ Identifying the Worry spots! 

Where all do you 
see litter in 
your school?

No. of Dustbins 
found at the 
location

Time & Date
Condition of 
dustbins 

e. g.
Canteen 2 overflowing 

Plastic, paper, food, 
wrappers 

What are the 
types of litter?

Make a register for observation over a week. 
 

17



If you think you will need more space to add your observations take a photocopy of this page. 

Where all do you 
see litter in 
your school?

Time & Date
Condition of 
dustbins 

e. g.
Canteen 2 overflowing 

Plastic, paper, food, 
wrappers 

What are the 
types of litter?

18

No. of Dustbins 
found at the 
location



School building

Playground

Toilets

Canteen

Auditorium

Library

Laboratory 

Take a large sheet of paper and 

draw what your school looks like. 

Now use your Observation sheet 

from Task 1 and mark all 

the places you saw 

that were littered. 

Also mark the bins, 

the types of littered observed. 

You may use a different 
colour code for each marking. 
For eg.:

 Bins

 Food Waste

 Plastic Waste

 Paper Waste

Task 2: Map your school

19
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Your observations for 
the week can also be added as a graph below:
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Items

CansTetrapacks Plastic GlassPaper & 
Cardboard

Litter graph
Do an investigation in your 
neighbourhood, using the same method.  
Share your findings with the class and your parents. 

20
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Task 3 : Tell others about it!

Lets talk! 
1.   What questions occurred to you while observing your school?

2.   Suggest why certain areas may/may not have litter.

3.   Why do you think people litter?

Your map will show the most littered places 

in your school and the different kinds of 

litter found in your investigation. 

We need to tell others about your findings.

Approach your teacher and later your principal 

with the observations you have made and 

request them to allow you all to make 

a presentation in the assembly and 

share your findings. 

Display your map on 

the Swachhagraha Wall! 

21



Waste no 
Words

Across

1.  Refrigerators, televisions, hair dryer, are examples of ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ products. They can last a long time before you 

dispose of them. 

7.  To use something again for the same purpose or a new purpose. 

8.  A mixture of decayed food scraps, leaves, and grass. Can be used in your garden as fertilizer.

10.  You can ‐‐‐‐‐‐ old toys, old furniture and books to schools, community centers, libraries, or friends instead of 

throwing them away. 

11.  Come in disposable and rechargeable varieties. Are used in cordless phones, portable radios, cameras, and 

flashlights.

Down

2.  If you buy one large bag of potato chips instead of five small bags, you are buying in 

3.  Your world, surroundings, and source of life and health. Made up of air, water, land, plants, animals, and people. 

4.  Many items found in your ‐‐‐‐‐ can be recycled into valuable new products. 

5.  Fossil fuels, such as coal, oil, and natural gas, which are used to manufacture products come from the ‐‐‐‐‐. 

Aluminum, iron ore, and minerals used to make brand new products come from the same place. 

6.  What many communities do with their newspapers, bottles, cans, and other items.
 
 9.  To decrease the amount of trash you throw away.

22



Answer the clues and 

place the correct letter in 

each box of the puzzle.

C
h
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ag

e
 3

4

(Source: United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 
Solid Waste and Emergency Response, Case of the Broken Loop, September 1998.) 

Make your own 
Swachhagraha crossword and 
put on your wall in school. 
Increase your Dal membership, 
those who answer correctly 
can Join the Dal. 
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A
Sticky 

Habit
Aisha had the perfect hair. 

Every girl in the class was jealous of her amazingly 
thick locks which bounced on her shoulders as she 
walked. Sometimes she wore it in a pony tail and 
sometimes she would braid them beautifully. Every 
girl looked forward to Aisha’s hairstyle. She was 
really good at sports and her favorite was basketball. 

One another thing that she loved was chewing gum. 
She always had one going on in her mouth while 
playing basketball. 



Once their class teacher was to take names 
of students who were interested 
in taking part in the upcoming Science fair.  
One by one the students stood up. 
Suddenly some of them started giggling. 

The teacher asked, 
“What happened, 
why are you all laughing?”

Turn around what is it?
Who did this? 
Who chews gum in class?

Teacher, he got something on his pants. . . 

said Rahul looking at Krish standing in front of him.

All kept giggling and 
Aisha laughed hiding 
behind her books.

25



Some days later, after lunch Aisha was 
found crying at her desk. 
Zareen and other girls tried 
to calm her down. 

She quickly removed the gum she was chewing and 
stuck it behind her seat. 
Well, she thought no one was looking, 
but Mr. Crow had been watching her all the while. 

It was a ball of gum.  “Who do you think did this?”, asked Zareen.
“I don’t know. I feel it might be mine. . .” said Aisha
Aisha was taken home by her mother and she had to trim some of 
her hair to remove the gum from it. 

Zareen asked, “What happened Aisha? 
Why are you crying?” 
Crying uncontrollably she said, “My hair. . . its stuck!”

She turned around and the girls saw her lovely hair all tangled up.

I was not feeling well so stayed back in class to rest. I laid back on the bench, 

but when I got up I couldn’t move my head. It hurt so badly. I somehow managed 

to get up and found this stuck to my hair. 

Now look, all my hair is a mess, and it hurts! 

26



What do you think happened here?
What do you think Aisha should have done after chewing gum?
Have you faced a similar situation?
Where/in which places does it occur most?
Why do people do it?
How can you stop people from doing it?

27

Take time to ponder on these questions, 
and write your responses.



How do people litter? 
There are many types of litterbugs in the world. 
A study was completed by the Community Change Studies, 
Australia in 2003 which gave names to these litter bugs.
Read about some of them below.

1.   Undertakers: 
     People who bury their litter under 
      the sand, leaves etc.

2.   Foul shooters: 
     People who aim for, but miss the bin and 
     leave the object on the ground.

3.   90%ers: 
     People who throw 
      big things in the bin, 
      but leave smaller 
      things behind

4.   Clean sweepers: 
     People who sweep litter off tables 
     and leave it on the ground.

5.   Flagrant flingers: 
     People who throw objects carelessly. 

6.   Inchers: 
     People who check if 
      they are being observed, 
      then slowly inch away 
      from their litter.

7.   Wedgers: 
     People who hide litter in small places, 
      where it will not blow away 
      (e.g. gaps in tables).

28
(Source: Community Change. (2011) Disposal Behaviour Types. Retrieved September, 2016, from www.communitychange.com.au)



Enlist your friends and other students as “Swachhagraha Buddies’’ 
who can help you keep a watch at different spots. 

Now that you know the 
Litter worry spots,

quietly keep a watch

at these spots.  

Observe, 
“How and Why people litter?”
See you if you can find 
litterbugs as described 
in the list earlier. 

Task 1: Find Swachhagraha  buddies!

29



Task 2 : Capture the Litterbugs!

Keep a watch on people who litter and try and 
capture them while they are at it. 
You can either paste a picture or draw in 
the space given. 
Write a line describing their behaviour. 

e.g. People litter when the 
        place is already littered.  

30



At home:
Take a walk in your society, nearby park, mall and 
capture litterbugs on your camera. 
You can enlist your parents’ support in carrying out a 
small project where you can display your pictures 
in your society common area for others to see 
how much they litter. 
 

31



Call for a meeting and discuss all the observations made by you as well as the ‘Swachhagraha Buddies’. 
You can perform the play in public places such as gardens, malls and 
other possible areas to create awareness about the problem of littering 
and interact with people about need for civic consciousness. 
Get help from your teacher to support your plans and help coordinate the public interactions. 

Task 3 : When no one is looking! – A Play 

DR A MA
Write a play using imaginary characters 
who are found littering. 

I noticed that people tend to litter the most either when no one's 
looking at them or at places which are already littered

Decide on a time and date and announce 
your play on the Swachhagraha Wall
inviting others to watch your play. 

32



Creative Craft

Create your costumes and 
props for the play using 
waste material.
Make use of plastic bottles, 
paper plates, paper and cardboard. 
Have fun and be creative!

33

Use paper plates, papier maché or
cardboard to make masks.
Try making some costumes by 
stitching together colourful old clothes.



Across: 
1. Durable
7. Reuse 
8. Compost
10. Donate
11. Batteries

Down:
2. Bulk
3. Environment
4. Trash
5. Earth
6. Recycle
9. Reduce

Answers to Crossword on Page 23

34



Consumption

Section 3



A Day at 
the Mall   

It was Super Sunday at 
the Big Mall nearby. 

Zareen’s mom was going 
to the Mall to get 
grocery and other things 
for the home. Zareen 
too went along. As is 
usual, the place was 
chaotic, people 
everywhere, looking for 
a good bargain. Zareen’s 
mom took out her list 
and got down to her 
shopping. 

Zareen in the meanwhile 
looked at things she 
might want to buy as 
well. She had been 
looking for that yellow 
coloured bag she saw 
her friend carrying some 
days ago. She found it 
and put that in her 
basket.



She added her favourite chocolates, 
and more things that she did not 
really need. They were so cheap and 
she could not resist the offer.  

Between Zareen’s mom and herself 
they had bought most things they 
needed but also bought many things 
that they already had. But since the 
sale was on, and they could use them 
later, both of them made the 
purchases and got home feeling great 
that they had made the best use of 
bargains available that day.

37



Make a list of things you buy during a month. 

Think about the following:

Task 1:  My consumption checklist 

1.  Which of these are things that you could have done without? 
And think about what made you purchase them?

2.  Of the purchases you made, how were they packaged? Was 
there a better alternative in terms of where it came from, or 
what would happen once it is disposed?

38

Do Consumption surveys of the school 
(what purchases are made in the school; 
consumption survey of teachers and students)



Task 2 : School Purchasing pattern survey

You will need your Teacher’s help in getting permissions and information. Create 
your survey sheet and fill out the following information in the survey sheet.

 1. Make a list of all material that the school needs to purchase in a year.  Find 
out the quantities purchased, how much is used, and what is done with the 
material that remains unused. 

 2. If the school has a canteen, also include that in your survey.

 3. Analyse the information as follow:

  a. What is done about the material that gets left over?

  b. Does the school reuse or recycle any material?

  c. What are the areas which can change in terms of reducing     
consumption?

39



Reflection and Action: Add your observations here!

Share the report and recommendations with your school principal and other staff.
40



Task 3 : Consumption Survey of Parents, Teachers, Students 

Use the questions below to make your own questionnaire. Take care to 
include the main points in your survey questionnaire. 

 1. How many times in a month do they go shopping? What do they shop?

 2. What is the preferred time to shop? – 
  
  o When there are sales

  o Only when they need to purchase

  o Once a month based on a list they make

 3. Have they found themselves buying things they did not need?

 4. If the same shirt was available as a branded one and at a local store as a non 
branded one, which would they prefer? Why?

 5. When shopping, do they carry their own bag? What do they think of this?

 6. No. of times they eat out? What do they prefer eating? How do they like to order 
food? – is it according to how much they can eat? Or – is it to ensure that there is 
sufficient food and if some food goes waste, so be it. 

 7. Have they taken back the leftover food with them?

41



On a Sunday, Rahul and his parents went to this really nice restaurant which 
was popular among those who liked to eat healthy food. They ordered soups 
and salads and settled down to eat. The restaurant had also served them extra 
bread to go with the soups.

The family finished all else but the bread. So they requested 
the restaurant to pack it for them so that they could either 
give it to someone or eat next day. But the manager 
refused to do so, saying that it was not their policy. 

Food for Thought

42

When asked about what they would do 
with it, the manager said that they 
would throw it away. He just would not 
understand the logic Rahul’s father was 
trying to impress upon him. They had to 
leave but were really upset at the 
manager’s lack of understanding that he 
was wasting food.He wrote to the 
restaurant owner about this. 
 
Since then, the restaurant and now 
many others do pack your left over food 
for you to carry back if you so wish. 
Make sure you ask in case you have 
ordered more than you can eat.



Reducing Consumption is not necessarily reducing one’s ‘needs’, 
but it is about reducing one’s ‘wants’.  Let us know our 4 R’s:

Refuse
Avoid buying/ consuming what you do not need. 

Reduce
Buy/ Consume what is needed

Reuse 
Think of ways in which things can be reused

Recycle/ Upcycle 
Find ways to buy recycled/ upcycled products, and 

also give old things for recycling.

43



Task 4:  Create used products collection centre and 
                sale in your school, and your neighbourhood

You will need your teacher’s help in getting a space for the collection and sale in school. Your parents 
or friends’ parents could help in getting a space in the neighbourhood. You will need to enlist other 
Swachhagrahi’s  help in this activity. 

For creative 
ideas to use the 
items collected 
at your centre 
see page 54, 55 
and 56.

Do Goodwill No Landfill

Sale &
Collection

Centre
44
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Draw an announcement poster for your sale and 
collection centre.



Here is a challenge you are sure to 
win. Find the words we have hidden 
within. You can do it, there aren’t 
too many. But we gave you a list in 
case you miss any. 

P A Z P N S K L M C 

L E X I A O U A I A 

A S T T O L V W C N 

S E I B K M E A L S 

T X N W O R R N O O 

I N E M V T U A T L 

C I W O O A T B H L 

B A S N T T Y L O U 

A N P O U U G K E M 

G L A S S E J O S S 

S O P U L M S R C D 

A T E R U N O J A X 

C E R A M I C C U P 

Cans 
PET Bottles 
Glass 
Plastic bags 
Ceramic cup 
Newspaper 
Book 
Cloth 
Carton

Word 
Search
Word 
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Waste Management

Section 4



Waste 
Bin that 

Talks 

What would the school bin say if it could talk? 
Interesting thought, said Rahul, who was thinking 
about writing an essay about an object which he 
saw and used everyday. Well! No‐one would write 
about a Talking School Waste Bin, so he decided he 
would choose that as his topic. It was easier said 
than done, though. 

He did know a few things but he went back to the 
school waste bin to get an inspiration to begin 
writing his essay. He found to his great surprise 
that the Bin was talking to him. 

So what did it say? The Bin told him about how it 
received all kinds of waste – from the canteen, 
from the student lunch boxes, from the sweepings, 
and from around the school. The bin said, ‘You 
know, there are two of us, to receive separated 
waste, but no one bothers. They just put all kinds of 
waste in both of us. I am really fed up saying 
through my green colour that I am meant for food 
waste, yet everything lands up in me. Same is the 
case with my friend here’. 

The bin’s friend who was listening so far, added 
that if only paper, plastic, cardboard etc. were put 
in her, it would be ready to go for recycling, and the 
green waste could go for composting.



They then also told him about how students threw waste around the bin. As if they were trying to 
practice aiming at the bin. The green bin said that he did not like it one bit. He said, Here I am! But why 
do people throw garbage around me. Then I am blamed for being dirty’. 

Rahul looked up more information on separation of waste in the school library and online. He found 
out that it was called segregation of waste at source. 

His essay about the talking School Waste Bin was judged as the best essay as he came up with ideas to 
ensure that the bins remained clean, waste was segregated at source and the bin did not overflow. 

Rahul also became the Chief Demonstration expert on segregating waste in school. 
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Let us learn from Rahul on segregating waste at source.

From the list below find out which items are biodegradable and which ones are not. 

Biodegradable Non‐biodegradable 

At Home:
Get a segregation process started at your home. Also share the information with your neighbours. 

Task 1 : Forget Me Not!
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Banana skin, Styrofoam cup, Handkerchief, Plastic bag , Paper, Empty fruit juice pack, Dry leaves  
Toothpaste tube, Dead insect, Broken plastic toy, Leather belt, Rexine bag, Flowers     , Plastic bangle, 
Wooden ladle, Plastic spoon, Potato, Plastic pencil box, Rag doll, Plastic doll



Life Time of Things around us 
What do you think happens to all the leaves and other parts shed by trees? 
Do they get piled up around the trees? 
Why do we never come across huge piles of dead fallen leaves around trees? 
What could be happening?

Do all things that we throw or discard degrade and get assimilated into the soil? 
And if at all they degrade how long do they take to degrade?

See how long does it take for the materials to degrade.

Materials Time taken to degrade

Banana peel

Paper bag

Cotton bag

Bamboo pole

Wood

Leather shoe

Tin can

Aluminium can

Plastic bag

Styrofoam container

Glass

Three to four weeks

One month

Five months
1‐3 years

10‐15 years

40‐50 years

50‐100 years

200‐500 years

One million years

Eternity

Unknown
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Task 2 : Transform leaves to compost 

Since becoming the Chief Demonstration 
Expert in school, Rahul was now thinking of 
what can be done after waste got 
segregated. He knew that the biodegradable 
waste such as leaves, food waste, vegetable 
and fruit peels could be turned into compost. 
But he was not sure how to go about it. He 
went and met the school gardener, 
Mohanbhai and asked if he could show him 
how to compost the biodegradable waste. 
Mohanbhai was more than happy to share his 
know‐how. So, this is how they made their 
school compost pit. 
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At Home:
Make a small compost pit if you have a garden or 
use the clay pot of your plants to compost at home. 

Steps to make a Compost Pit 

Dig a pit about 
½ meter wide, 
1 meter deep. 

1 
2

3
4 5

Line it with 
straw or dried 
leaves and grass

Keep adding biodegradable  
waste as and when 
generated, cover with 
dried leaves and soil.

Add some water 
once or twice a 
week to keep 
it moist

Turn the contents 
of the pit 
every 15 days.

6
The compost will be 
ready in 3‐4 months. 
Take it out and 
spread in your garden.
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Task 3 : Paper, Paper and Paper 

While Rahul was busy being the Chief 
Demonstration person of the school, Zareen 
was thinking about the non‐biodegradable 
waste in the school. She thought that paper 
could be put to interesting uses. For example, 
she could turn it into papier mache’ and create 
useful products from that. 

She thought of running a workshop for the 
Swachhagraha Dal where they could unleash 
their creativity and make products out of 
paper, plastic and other non‐biodegradable 
waste. She brought in her friend’s mother who 
was an expert in making papier mache’. 

Here is what the students came up with.
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Steps of making papier mache’

Pour 2 parts white glue and 
one part water into a mixing bowl. 2

Blend until it forms a 
smooth consistency.

3

Drain excess water and 
give this consistency the 
desired shape.

4

1 Tear old paper/newspaper 
into long strips. 
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At your Swachhagraha Dal Collection Centre, collect old textbooks, 
half filled notebooks. The textbooks can be donated to children who 
cannot buy new ones. The blank paper from the notebooks can be 
bound into new notebooks and used by students. You don’t have to 
do everything yourself, but if you practice some of this, it will rub off 
on others. 

More ideas for Recycling and Reuse
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Rahul and Zareen during the project realized that there were things in the waste bin which did not fall 
into the two categories that they were segregating waste into. They found used battery cells, wires, 
old CDs etc. which they earlier put into the non‐biodegrable waste bin. But then these could not be 
recycled. They needed expert advise. While they were wondering about the next steps, their Teacher 
showed their class a documentary on management of Hazardous waste. They realized that they were 
dealing with special kinds of waste, which were not big in quantity in the school but still needed to be 
disposed with care. This information they thought would also be useful to share with their parents. 

Be Aware of Hazards in Waste

Mumbai: 11017.1

Delhi: 9790.3

Bangalore: 4648.4

Chennai: 4132.2

Kolkata: 4025.3

Ahmedabad: 3287.5

Hyderabad: 2833.5

Pune: 2584.2

Surat: 1836.5

Nagpur: 1768.9

1.76
11.017

9.79

4.64

4.13

4.02

3.28

2.833
2.58 1.83

Annual e‐waste generation in top 10 cities in India (tons/year)
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(Source: WEEE, 2011)
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Reflections



Personal Hygiene

Section 5



Tales
Toilet

It was inspection day at school. 
Rahul and Zareen, siblings and 
students of the school found that 
the school was being washed and 
cleaned to create a good 
impression on the inspectors. 

It was nice to see everything so 
clean, they thought. Then why did 
that not happen everyday? They 
were wondering what could be the 
reason? 

As far as they could see, there were 
enough people to clean the toilets 
everyday, sweep the floors and 
empty the dustbins. 

Then why was it that the toilets 
were always stinking?



They decided that this needed investigating. 
Rahul and Zareen, the Awesome Twosome had resolved various issues by  
their cleverness and ingenuity. They loved diving deep into a problem and fix it.

Let us see how they did it.

Zareen, I wonder what could the reason be for 
the toilets not being clean! The school has enough staff, 
even then it cannot keep cleanliness on campus!

You know Rahul, I think it is not just about 
the cleaning staff. I feel there has to be some 
other reason. Let us find out.

No, but maybe the 
cleaning staff is lazy and 
not doing its job well!

Rahul, let us not jump to conclusions. 
We should first find out what is actually the case.

Yes, I think we should observe what people do 
and also talk to a few of them. 
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So the two kept a vigil during the school break on what was happening. 
They also talked to the cleaning staff. 
Now, this was the first time they had actually talked to them. 

 I have the responsibility of cleaning the toilets.

So, how many times 
do you clean them?

Twice, once in the morning and 
then after the school recess

So Kantaben, why do the toilets still remain dirty?

Bhai, we clean them, but many students do not use water 
after use. They also come inside with dirty shoes 
and don’t bother to clean the floor while they leave the toilet.

Ok, so it must be quite hard for you 
to keep cleaning after everybody It is. But I do my job.

 Kantaben, what is your work in the school?
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You and your friends in the Swachhagraha Dal can also carry out a Toillete Etiquette survey. 
See what you find. Count and map the toilets, and drinking water points in the school. 
Also note the condition of the taps, toilet seats, doors etc. whether they need repairs, are broken. 

Use this form to make your observations about the cleanliness condition of your toilets:

Also observe the behavior of students, teachers and other staff in these places. 
Do they keep the water taps open, waste water, etc.?

Task 1:  Toilet Etiquette Survey

Time of the Day/activity 
in school 

Observation madeDate

12th August 2016 10:30 am/after school recess Toilets dirty (shoe marks on the floor, 
flush not used, water taps left open etc.)
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Task 2 : Be a Cleanliness Reporter! 

You can ask your classmates questions about Toilet Etiquettes and 
cleanliness. Act as a reporter to do a cleanliness report on the school – 
asking what will it take to get the school to be cleanest. 

1.   According to you, are the toilets clean?

2.   Who is responsible for maintaining cleanliness of the toilets?

3.   If they find that the toilets are dirty, what action they will take?

4.   What will it take to get the school to be the cleanest?

Write a story from the interview. 
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Share the school map with the status of 
toilets and results from 
the interview of your school mates. 

At home:
Think about how you can contribute to keeping the toilet at home clean. 

Task 3:  Share the observations

Status of toilets 
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Photo Story
You can do a photo story of the situation in your school and share it on the Swachhagraha Wall.
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In the community: 
Fix the Spot

The idea being that if the place is clean, people will avoid making it dirty. 
Rahul and Zareen along with their friends decided to clean the 
dirty spot which was becoming a public urinal. 
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They enlisted help from the community around and armed with cleaning 
equipment and paints, they changed the look of the place completely. 
The community promised to keep the place clean as they could now 
walk through without having to bear with the foul smell. 
The same idea could be tried with spitting and pan stains on walls.



Task 4 : Create a Cleanliness Rating  

Create a Cleanliness rating for the various sections in the school such as toilet, 
drinking water facilities – giving colour coding for level of cleanliness, include odour. 

The colours can change as improvements start to show. 

Clean : clean toilets, flushed and not foul smelling 

Not so Clean : flushed, but not so clean floors

Design creative signage 
with messages.

Dirty : soiled floor, toilet seats, not flushed, foul smelling

Please keep 

our toilet clean

Flush
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Why my hands are clean. 
See!  

Now, Rahul and Zareen wondered how they would convince 

Rohan that even if his hands looked clean, they actually were not clean.

 You did not wash them, and 
now you will eat with the same unclean hands. 

But what about your hands Rohan ?

Our Health is in our Hands 
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Comparing the water with the clean water, Rahul 
explained to Rohan that even though the hands appear 
clean, there may be germs and dirt which needs to be 
cleaned away. 

This was an eye opener for Rohan.

Rahul remembered that he had learnt an activity during a Summer School project. 

He took a bowl of water and asked Rohan to wash his hands in it. 

Rahul and Zareen, with Rohan too joining them, 
decided to meet the teachers and 
the management of the school, 
and work out a solution which would help 
improve cleanliness of the toilets. 
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Task 5 : Handwashing

1

2

3

4
5

At home:
Do the five steps of handwashing 
at home after going to the toilet, 
before and after having food. 

They decided to 
do posters about 
the Handwashing steps 
and share with the 
school during Assembly. 

Clean 
Hands
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Spot the Difference and Colour it!
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Reflections
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Duration of Activities 
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Ċ������ T��Aask  no. T�ask name T�ime required

T�Aask 1 M������� ake your plan too be a Swachhagrahi 4AA�5 minutes

T�A�ask 2 W������A ho does What? Do an Elevator Pitch! 3AA�0 minutes

S�wachhagraha Wall 2A������A����� hours for setting up and 1 hour per month for updation

T�Aask 1 B��Aecome Litter Detectives! 3A�A����A�-4 hours spread over 2 weeks

T�Aask 2 M�� ap your school 3AA�0 minutes

L�itter Graph 1AAA�����.5 hours spread over a week

T�Aask 3  ����Tell others about it 3AA�0 minutes

W�� aste no Words 1AA�5 minutes

T�Aask 1 F��ind Swachhagraha Buddies Ongoing

T�Aask 2 C��Aapture the Litterbugs! 3AA��A�A���0 minutes + 2 hours for photography

T�Aask 3 W����A��� hen no one is looking! – A Play 3A���� hours over one week

C�reative Craft 3AA�0 minutes

T�Aask 1 M��� y consumption checklist  3AA�0 minutes

T�Aask 2 S���chool Purchasing pattern survey 1AAA�����.5 hours spread over a week

T�Aask 3 C���A�A��onsumption Survey of Parents, Teachers, Students  3A���� hours over one week

T�Aask 4
C���������reate your own used products collection centre and sale 

i��A���n your school, and your neighbourhood 6A���� hours in a year

W� ord Search 3AA�0 minutes

T�Aask 1  ���AForget me not! 3AA�0 minutes

L�����ife time of things around us 1AA�5 minutes

T�Aask 2 T���ransform leaves to compost 8A���A� hours over 3 months

T�A�ask 3 PA���aper, Paper and Paper 2A�� hours 

T�A�ask 1 T��oilet Etiquette Survey 3A���� hours over one week

T�A�ask 2 B��Aecome Cleanliness Reporter! 2A� hours

T�Aask 3  ���Share the observations 3AA�0 minutes

A�t home

 ���Photo Story  �AA��A�A���30 minutes + 2 hours for photography

I�A���n community: Fix the spot 6A� hours

T�Aask 4 C���reate a Cleanliness Rating 1AA���A�0 hours over 6 months

T�oilet Signage 1A� hour

T�Aask 5  �Handwashing 3AA�0 minutes

S��pot the Difference 1AA�5 minutes

B��eing a Swacchagrahi

L�ittering Behavior

Consumption

W� aste Management

P�ersonal Hygiene
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